Consistent, Convenient, Cost Effective

Campus Plus provides easy access to cost-effective product training for a whole organization.

With Campus Plus, licensed membership users enjoy unlimited access to Infor U Campus offerings, from self-directed learning materials and expert sessions in Infor U Campus, to savings on a wide range of product training events and exams.

Campus Plus Membership includes:

- Course workbooks
- eLearning courses
- Product simulations
- Webinars/recordings
- Instructor office hours
- Access to instructor-monitored online communities
- Low cost training environments for hands on exercises
- 25% savings on:
  - Infor TechEd events
  - Certification exams

Unlimited Access

Unlimited access for licensed membership users to Infor product training materials.

Learn when you want to

Immediate access to a large library of materials from quick webinars to full length online courses.

Reduce risk, Increase Productivity

Increase chances of a successful implementation by training employees early.

For more information, please contact:

For Americas:
EducationAmericas@infor.com

For Europe, the Middle East and Africa:
EducationEMEA@infor.com

For Asia Pacific:
EducationAPAC@infor.com
Benefits with Campus Plus membership

**Gain quick knowledge boost**
Get up to speed on a specific topic with an eLearning course, recorded presentation, or webinar. This type of training allows the user to get up to speed quickly and easily.

**Learn a new subject area**
Take a deeper dive into a subject area using the course workbooks and task simulations included in our Self-directed Learning courses, with the option to supplement learning with hands-on practice in a live environment. Start with foundation training for a product or industry, then move on to role-specific business processes.

**Ask an expert**
Attend Instructor Office Hours, which provide the opportunity to address any questions related to material in our standard training courses to an instructor in a live online session.

**Engage in instructor monitored online communities**
Collaborate with peers and instructors in a social learning forum within Infor U Campus as a part of Self-directed Learning courses.

“Online communities are quickly becoming a critical part of the digital strategy for many organizations as a platform to establish ongoing conversations, trust relationships, and meaningful engagement with customers, employees, partners, and suppliers.”

International Data Corporation (IDC)
Enjoy 25% membership savings on

Infor TechEd
Attend an Infor TechEd event for a unique opportunity to gather with like-minded peers, hear the latest strategy updates and product announcements, experience hands-on training, and interact with a broad range of product experts.
Learn more

Infor Certification Program
Get certified to validate product knowledge and skills. Certification exams for each product line are role-based and include both functional and technical exams.
Learn more

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000 customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.